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Abstract: Cancer has been known as one of the death dealing diseases. Curing from this spiteful disease is mainly based upon early and exact diagnosis. But early and accurate detection of cancer is critical to the well being of patients. Cancer usually comes from the formation of a tumor. Computer aided diagnosis can be a very good helper in this area. Cancer computer aided diagnosis can be based on gene expression, microscopic images of extracted cell specimens, or radiogram of a whole organ, a survey around these different diagnosis ways has been presented in this paper to be a basis for revolutionary research. Also a new process for prediction, diagnosis and curing from cancer has been suggested by combining multiple old ways for prediction and diagnosis with the new nanotechnology way.
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1. Introduction

Cell lifecycle as follows; cell grows and divides in a controlled way to produce more cells as they are needed to keep the body healthy. When cells become old or damaged, they die and are replaced with new cells. [6]

Sometimes this orderly process goes wrong. The genetic material (DNA or gene expression) of a cell can become damaged or changed, that is to say, that new cells are formed when they are not needed, and they group together to form a tumor. Cancer usually comes from the formation of a tumor. Tumors form in the body when cells are produced unnecessarily. The tumor can be benign, which means that it is non-cancerous, or it can be malignant, which means that it is cancerous. If cells break away from a malignant tumor, they will enter the bloodstream, and spread throughout the body, damaging other parts of the body.

Data mining is an essential step of knowledge discovery. Knowledge discovery process consists of an iterative sequence of data cleaning, data integration, data selection, data mining pattern recognition and knowledge presentation. In particulars, data mining may accomplishing class description, association, classification, clustering, prediction and time series analysis. Data mining in contrast to traditional data analysis is discovery driven.

Accuracy of diagnosis decisions of malicious diseases represents an important factor for curing. Recently, a number of computer aided decision support systems have been created to address this emerging need. Two decisions need to be addressed, first whether the patient has cancer or not then the second is the cancer degree. It has been shown that the use of ANN including SVM in computer aided diagnosis in general and especially for cancer and cancer degree classification is very powerful and has a lot of advantages like [2]:

- Ease of optimization, resulting in cost-effective and flexible non-linear modeling of large data sets.
- Accuracy for predictive inference, with potential to support clinical decision making.

1.1 Prediction for Cancer

A. KDD Process

The idea of automatic knowledge discovery in large databases is first presented informally, by describing some practical needs of users of modern database systems. Several important concepts are then formally defined and the typical context and resources for KDD are discussed. KDD methods often make possible to use domain knowledge to guide and control the process and to help evaluate the patterns.

Hospitals must also minimize the cost of clinical tests. They can achieve these results by employing appropriate computer-based information and/or decision support systems. The principal resource of KDD process is a database containing a large amount of data to be searched for possible patterns. KDD is never done over the entire database, but over a representative target data set, generated from the large database.


1.2 Diagnosis of cancer

Decision in the different systems has been based on 3 different directions:

A. Gene Expression Microarray

One of these cancer diagnosis bases has been the gene expressions microarray. Cancer as mentioned before is a change of the cell DNA or gene expression of a given cell. Based on this, cells can be classified as normal or cancerous based on their gene expression.
Cancerous tumors are shown in radiograms as regions in the 2 classes either cancerous or non-cancerous.

B. Microscopic cell characteristics
The cancerous cell nuclei changes in characteristics for example it increases in dimensions, its chromatin density changes etc., because of the genetic changes. All these features changes can be used for classifying the cell in one of 2 classes either cancerous or non-cancerous.

C. Radiogram Regions characteristics
Cancerous tumors are shown in radiograms as regions in the organ with special characteristics and shapes different from the normal organ tissue. Identifying these regions and classifying them whether they are cancerous or benign is another way which is used in cancer diagnosis and it is generally the most common way. There are 3 computerized ways of cancer diagnosis: Gene Expression, Cell Characteristics, and radiogram regions characteristics respectively.

2. Literature Review
Data mining is a technique which provides automatic pattern recognition and tries to uncover patterns in data that are difficult to detect with traditional methods. Data mining techniques form a group of heterogeneous tools and techniques and are used for different purposes. These techniques and methods are based on statistical techniques, visualization, machine learning, etc. Data mining algorithms try to fit a model closest to the characteristics of data under consideration. These Models can be descriptive or predictive. Descriptive models are used to identify patterns in data, clustering, association rules, and visualization are some are the tasks of descriptive modelling.

2.1 Micro Array Technology
Micro array technology provides a tool for estimating expressions of thousands of genes simultaneously. Some steps as follows: Firstly, three-fourth of the samples of data is used to train the Classifier; secondly, the trained classifier is used to predict or test the one-fourth of the samples. The goals of classification are to identify the differentially expressed genes that may be used to predict class membership for new samples.

2.2 Noval Method
The noval method for mutational disease prediction using bioinformatics tools and datasets for diagnosis the malignant mutations with powerful Artificial Neural Network (Backpropagation Network) for classifying these malignant mutations are related to gene(s). This noval method didn’t take in consideration just like adopted for dealing, analysing and treat the gene sequences for extracting useful information from the sequence, also exceeded the environment factors which play important roles in deciding and calculating some of genes features in order to view its functional parts and relations to diseases. This method proposing optimal and more accurate system for classification and dealing with specific disorder using back propagation with mean square rate 0.000000001

3. Methods
3.1 Back propagation Algorithm
The Back Propagation Algorithm is a multi-layered Neural Networks for learning rules [4], credited to Rumelhart and McClelland. It produces a prescription for adjusting the initially randomized set of synaptic weights such that to maximize the difference between the neural network's output of each input fact and the output with which the given input is known (or desired) to be associated. Back propagation is a supervised learning algorithm and is mainly used by Multi-Layer- perceptron to change the weights connected to the net's hidden neuron layer(s). The back propagation algorithm uses a computed output error to change the weight values in backward direction [12]. To get this net error, a forward propagation phase must have been done before. The neurons are being activated using the sigmoid activation function while propagating in forward direction.

3.2 Gene Expression Microarray
To use the gene expression microarray based diagnosis system 3 steps are to be done [3]:
- Gene Selection: which is used to select the genes to be used when comparing the suspected cancerous cells genes this is done to reduce parameters dimensions and avoid overfitting. Without gene selection (If you use all the genes for comparison) decision overfitting may occur; which is creating diagnostic models that may not generalize well to new data.
- Choice of best suited classification algorithm, there are many neural networks and AI based algorithms which may be used for classification of cancerous cells like Nearest Neighbor NN, KNN, Multicategory Support Vector Machines (MC-SVMs), Decision Tree, Weighted Voting, to name a few. System training, to find the parameters which when passed to the newly developed system best suits the cancer diagnosis. Now system will be ready to be used for cancer diagnosis.

3.3 Cell Characteristics
The cell characteristics can show the DNA changes which occurred to the cell and so classify the cell as either cancerous or non-cancerous. Cell characteristics can be calculated through the integral optical density of the cell nuclei and then by comparing this to the reference integral optical density of the normal cells microscopic images, the cell can be classified as normal or cancerous through any classifier program. The above described methodology has been used for classifying the cancer and reference cells extracted from oral mucosa in.

Algorithm
To avoid overfitting, you first choose the relevant features in the optical microscopic image of the cell nuclei and then specify the normal values of the selected features.

When a new cell is to be checked whether it is cancerous or not, the Euclidean distance is measured between the selected features array and its counterpart in the normal cells then a
classifier like KNN (K Nearest Neighbor), fuzzy KNN, or SVM is used to finally classify the cell as cancerous or not cancerous as shown in figure 1 [9]. The classification accuracy result when this experiment was done is lying between 95.5 – 95.7, and the best classifier with lowest computational cost was the SVM based on Radial Basis Function (RBF) using a set of 2 features only.

This technique is classifying any cell in one of 2 classes cancerous or normal. The best application of this technique is for the choice of the cells to be used for further analysis on the cancer degree of the patient, which is currently a manual process. Based on the cancer degree the corresponding treatment is chosen.

For lung nodules detection too, and the paper suggests applying multi-scale 2D filter on continuous CT slices of lung suspected nodules and then apply an AND operator between the different results of the filter to finally lead for an efficient non-time consuming detection of lung nodules. While in, 3 SVM classifiers were combined using logical gates with Hippocrates-mst system to detect breast cancer from micro calcifications appearing in a mammogram.

They extracted from the FDG-PET image of the whole body the positive Gauss curvature and the negative mean curvature as the cancerous regions candidate then based on the Size, existence position, maximum intensity of the interesting peak surface, intensity difference between the interesting peak surface region and its circumference region they classify the region as really cancerous or not. This is a way to diagnose cancerous regions in the whole body rather than one organ.

4. Conclusion

This paper presents a primary research on predicting survival times for cancer patients based on clinical data, blood test results, and weight-loss assessment. We combined all data set and use feature selection to extract useful attributes and survey on the different methods which can be used for computer aided cancer diagnosis and suggested a new futuristic way for curing from this deadly disease by combining cancer regions and cells classifiers together with nanotechnology.

5. Future Work

Obvious feature work includes discovering a more accurate and appropriate model and determining whether our model can be better than what is practicing in the hospital. Also, it will be better if we can gather more available data for analysis, which will definitely, improve both the consistency of our data set and the usability of our results. For future works, we are looking to try different kind of feature selection, e.g., using Lasso algorithm. The drawback with lasso is it cannot reduce number of features to less than number of data points. However, this does not apply tour data set as we have more data points comparing to number of features. The other future work is applying neural network for the prediction similar to the approach discussed in [3]. However, setting the parameters in the neural network is always really hard. Finally, it worth to try to use semisupervised learning algorithm instead of removing the unlabeled data from the data set.
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